Beyond 3 panels wide, add 1022mm for each additional panel to get the overall measurement to the outer flashing edges.

Example for 5 Panel Row:

3296 + 1022 + 1022 = 5340mm
Notes:

Clearline Fusion - PV16
Integrated Pitched Roof Flashing Detail

PV16 True View

Height for 3 Rows of Fusion - 5435mm

Total Height for 3 rows = 5435mm
Add 1645mm for each additional row

Example: For 5 Rows

5435 + 1645 + 1645 = 8725mm.
Typical plain tile

Viridian sill flashing

Panel rafter bracket

Notes:
Final setting out should be completed by the roofer to ensure that the sill flashing is fully supported to give a neat and watertight finish.
Viridian sills flashing

Slate with lead dressed down

Sarking Rafter bracket

22mm sarking board

Trim Foam

Head flashing

Sarking Rafter bracket

22mm sarking board

Sarking Rafter bracket

Slate

Sarking Centre Bracket

22mm Sarking Board

Gutter Cover

Gutter

Section 1 - 1

Section 2 - 2

Section 3 - 3

Close-Coupled Fusion Detail

Above-Below Fusion Detail
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